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Introduction

Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin (1755–1826) is the author of La Physiologie du goût [The Physiology
of Taste]. Appearing in Paris in 1825, this delightful record of a lifetime’s observations has remained
continuously in print, unrivalled as the core gastronomic text. While the book is more quoted than
read and lacks an authoritative edition or analysis in either French or English, it provides a seemingly
inexhaustible supply of insights that includes a hedonic theory of history.

La Physiologie du Goût

“Tell me what you eat, and I shall tell you what you are,” Brillat-Savarin is well known for
announcing. This is the fourth of twenty aphorisms that he intended “to serve as a prolegomenon
to his work and as a lasting foundation to the science,” by which he meant gastronomy. The
aphorisms announced an ontology: “The universe is nothing without life, and all that lives nourishes
itself” (Aphorism I). They recommend hedonism: “The Creator, obliging people to eat to live,
invites them through appetite, and compensates them through pleasure” (Aphorism V). This
hedonism is bounded: “Those who stuff themselves or who intoxicate themselves know neither
how to drink nor how to eat” (Aphorism X). It must also be shared: “To have invited someone is to
take responsibility for their happiness for the whole time they are under our roof” (Aphorism XX).

The bulk of La Physiologie du goût comprises 30 meditations. Often described as disordered, the
meditations follow a broad plan, namely: senses and taste (meditations 1–2); gastronomy (3); foods
and drinks (5–9); end of the world (10); gourmandise (11–13); table pleasure (14–15);
physiology – digestion, rest, sleep, dreams, dietary influences on these, obesity, treatment of obesity,
thinness, fasting, and death (16–26); and history of cooking and culminating in restaurants (27–29).
After “Bouquet” (30), which proposes a fanciful public ceremony in favor of a new, tenth muse,
Gastérea, and a summary “Transition,” a collection of anecdotes, recipes, and poems under the
heading “Varieties” conclude with a brief “Envoy to the gastronomers of the two [Old and New]
worlds.”

The book is evidence in itself that meals lead to poetry, charming encounters, and fond memories.
However, revealing “what you are” requires wide study: “To fulfil my self-appointed task, I had to be
physician, chemist, physiologist, and even a little erudite” (Preface). Moreover, the “Preface” made
clear that he spoke in two registers – conversationally and as a “professor” – so that he also left more
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formal findings on a range of topics that include obesity and death. More effectively than any other
work, his book sets out a complete worldview grounded in meals and supported by a field of inquiry
with its program, style, and method.

Arguably the work’s most systematic contribution is a hedonistic theory: that in the service of the
stomach, the exceptional taste ability of humans has lent itself to the practice of pleasurable eating or
gourmandise, which attracts the more complete table pleasure (incorporating not merely the
physical pleasure of eating but the whole circumstances, including settings, memories, and conver-
sations) and which drives the political economy that requires the sciences, the peak of which is
gastronomy.

Brillat-Savarin devoted himself to meals in revolutionary times, politically, religiously, and
intellectually (Teulon 1998). As food changed rapidly and the wider society and culture with it,
facilitating the capacity of “the aesthetic pleasures of eating . . . to transform food into language”
(McLean 2012, p. 50), so that he contributed greatly to gastronomy becoming its own cultural field
(Ferguson 2001).

After a description of the author, the book, and its reception, this entry outlines Brillat-Savarin’s
hedonistic argument. Section numberings accord with M.F.K. Fisher’s translation (and these
numberings follow an anonymous translation in 1884; both remain identical with the first edition
until the original }86, when they become one higher, after }119 two higher, and after }132 five
higher; Anne Drayton’s translation is the same as a French edition [1923?], and these run one higher
than the anonymous/Fisher numberings between }60 and }86).

Biography

Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin was born on 1 April 1755 in the attractive town of Belley on the edge
of the Alps. He studied law and some medical subjects at Dijon University from 1774. A provincial
lawyer elected to the National Assembly in 1789, he was mayor of his hometown in 1793, when
forced to flee the Reign of Terror to Switzerland and eventually America, where he spent 2 years
teaching French and playing violin in a theatre orchestra. Among other adventures, he transmitted
knowledge of the fondue gained on the run in Switzerland to the smart French restaurateur in Boston,
Julien, who subsequently rewarded him by organizing a rump of Canadian roebuck (Varieties 13).

Returning to France in 1796, Brillat-Savarin was soon appointed a judge of the Court of Cassation
in Paris, a position he held the rest of his life. He wrote on other matters, including books on public
administration (Vues et projets d’économie politique, 1802) and duels (Essai historique sur le duel,
1819), but gastronomy was a long-term, secret project, although “more than one friend has already
guessed your secret” (Dialogue). He published La Physiologie du goût at his own expense at the end
of 1825 (dated 1826), and he died shortly after in Paris on 2 February 1826. His anecdotes reveal him
to be well connected with the medical, scientific, and philosophical communities. He remained
unmarried; biographer GilesMcDonogh (1992) reports that some decades later, his family destroyed
records of liaisons.

La Physiologie du goût is a collection of bon mots, reports of findings, close observations, and
theoretical sketches; he explicitly contributed “in the midst of these solemn meditations, a piquant
anecdote, a pleasant memory, or some adventure of an active life” (}15). Virtually every commen-
tator admits to being captivated by the wit, and he has been held up as a model stylist. For Charles
Monselet, when introducing the book in 1879, Brillat-Savarin commanded the anecdote’s “real
secret, elegance, and tone.”Ameal is recalled with charm, science delivered with mock seriousness,
and profundity delivered with puckish humor. Such features are illustrated in the touching prefatory
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“Dialogue between the author and his friend.” The friend (eminent physiologist Anthelme
Richerand) entreated the author not to leave publication of so much labor until after his death. But
people who only know the book by the title will think me trivial, responded the author, ultimately
relenting, but only so that he could expose his friend’s sole vice. Pressed, Brillat-Savarin announced:
“You eat too fast!” (Dialogue).

“Yet to see Brillat-Savarin solely as a stylist is to underestimate the philosophical depth of the
work,”Michael Garval warns (2001, p. 659). Brillat-Savarin chatted about life’s imperatives – “The
Creator has imposed on people six great and principal necessities, which are: birth, activity, eating,
sleeping, procreation and death” (}122). After contented sleep, a person “goes back to society
without once regretting the lost time” (}98). Dreams usually lack taste and smell, so that we see
feasts without tasting them (}87). As to the “end of the world,” he suggested filling idle moments by
imaging what would happen if, say, a stray comet caused global warming. His only hint is that “real
danger tears down all social ties,” as when husbands closed doors on their wives during a yellow
fever epidemic in Philadelphia in 1792 (}54).

As an empiricist of the table, he observed the organs of taste, the psychology of the meals, and
social conventions. Should coffee by pounded or ground in a mill? He purchased some good mocha,
divided it into two samples, and tested the results on devout connoisseurs, who supported pounding
(}46). The suspicion that the truffle contributed to sexual pleasures necessitated further, “undoubt-
edly indelicate” research. His respondents decreed: “The truffle is not a positive aphrodisiac; but it
can, in certain situations, make women more tender and men more agreeable” (}44).

As a founding member of the Society for the Encouragement of National Industry, he demon-
strated to the board his invention of the “irrorator” – a pocket pump for perfuming the air. With
droplets raining, the learned heads bowed “under my irroration” (Preface). “Playing the scientist”–
that’s how Roland Barthes depicts Brillat-Savarin; he took science “seriously and ironically at the
same time; his project of founding a science of taste, of stripping culinary pleasure of its habitual
trademark of futility, that was certainly heartfelt; but he carries it out emphatically, that is to say,
ironically” (Barthes 1975, pp. 14 & 28). For Brillat-Savarin, too, empirical studies of taste were
merely the start, “for it is, above all, from its moral history that this restorative sense gains its
importance and its glory” (}15).

Some scholars have argued that Brillat-Savarin plundered, without acknowledgement, from
Grimod de la Reynière (1758–1837). Michael Garval sets sentences from Grimod alongside seven
of Brillat’s aphorisms. Where Grimod had written: “A great dinner without hors d’oeuvres is as
valueless as a woman without rouge,” Brillat-Savarin decreed: “A dessert without cheese is like
a beautiful woman missing an eye.” However, such quips and ideas do the rounds of dinner parties,
and Garval concludes: “Grimod’s manic energy, his discoverer’s exuberance, lay the foundation for
Brillat’s greater sobriety, maturity of judgement, and stylistic sophistication” (2001, pp. 60–61).
Anticipating food journalism, Grimod’s gastronomy is more closely related to the now widespread
marketing version – that is, to the promotion of high-quality products, retailers, restaurateurs, and
regions – than to Brillat-Savarin’s ambitions for gastronomy to become a total, supervisory
discourse.

A succession of important writers have introduced French editions, starting with his physiologist
compatriot, godchild, and friend Richerand in the fifth edition of 1838, Charles Monselet in
November 1879, Jean-François Revel in November 1981, and no more sustained interpretation is
available than Roland Barthes’ to an abridged edition in 1975. The most devoted responder has been
US writer M.F.K. Fisher (1908–1992). In her first book, Serve It Forth, Fisher wrote that The
Physiology of Taste “is as near perfection as we yet know it, and a constant wonder.” Even better than
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quoting from it, she wrote, is “the companionship of the book itself.” She went on in 1949 to
a greater tribute, her translation with copious notes (Brillat-Savarin 1971).

A neuroscientist examining flavor, Gordon Shepherd, dots his book with such statements as
“Amazingly, Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin already knew this . . .” (2012, p. 125). Philosopher of
taste Carolyn Korsmeyer is equally supportive: “The book . . . remains a worthy model of a study of
taste that is serious yet light-hearted, moderate without moralism, speculative yet sensible. It is also
a monument of its kind to what can be accomplished through amateur research and thoughtful
introspection” (1999, p. 69).

The Core Argument

Brillat-Savarin left convincing testimony of the ethics of companionship, demonstrating the care for
others typical of a good meal. This companionship must be based on self-interest because, as he
wrote, gourmandise motivates the great care taken by hosts, employing all their knowledge and tact,
just as it stimulates the guests’ gratitude. Brillat-Savarin shunned “those stupid diners who swallow
with culpable indifference the most distinguished morsels, or who inhale with sacrilegious inatten-
tion a fragrant and limpid nectar.” In turn, he advised encouraging others by expressing appreciation
not merely of exceptionally intelligent arrangements but any attempt to please (}59). However, his
etiquette of conviviality is not spelled out as consistently as his argument for meal-centered pleasure,
which occupies the remainder of this entry.

From the title, the book concerns “taste.” However, it is about the “pleasure of the table,” he
announced (Preface), and he also wrote with two purposes always before him – to redeem
gourmandise and to establish gastronomy (Transition). In support of this last, the Physiologie du
goût’s original subtitle was Méditations de gastronomie; it was dedicated to the Gastronomes
parisiens; he signed off as the author of the “Méditations gastronomiques.” The compound word,
“gastronomy,” spans from the most natural (gaster – ancient Greek for “stomach”) to the most
cultural (nomos, “law”). In all, had gave prominence to the stomach, taste, gourmandise, the pleasure
of the table, and the science of this, and these topics are considered here in turn.

While the stomach is basic and he assembled a “polite” depiction of ingestion and digestion
(Meditation 16), the stomach is shared with other animals. The human species is marked by its
exceptional taste abilities. Throughout the processes of chewing, including the tongue movements
“of spication, of rotation and of verrition (verro, Latin, I sweep),” and swallowing, “there is not
a single particle, a drop or an atom, which has been not been submitted to the appreciative power” (}
14). From “direct” through “complete” to “reflective” sensation, taste aesthetics are sequential (}11),
which Kevin Sweeney (2007) finds philosophically interesting, also noting how refined meals
would soon shift from massed display (service à la francaise) to sequential (service à la russe).

Brillat-Savarin emphasized that the pleasure of taste is the only one that everyone can enjoy,
possibly even two or three times a day, that can console for the absence of other pleasures, that is “not
followed by regret,” and that is more lasting and more subject to our will; “finally, in eating we
experience a certain indefinable and particular well-being, which arises from instinctive conscious-
ness; that, by us eating, we replace our losses and prolong our existence” (}13).

The appreciative power of taste is the basis of gourmandise, which is “a passionate, considered,
and habitual preference for whatever pleases the taste” (}55). He defined gourmandise with precision
to distinguish this social grace once and for all from the “gluttony and intemperance with which it
has for so long and so unfortunately been confused.” For zealous moralists have found excess when
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they could have found the “intelligent enjoyment of the earth’s treasures, which were not given to us
to be trampled underfoot” (Transition).

Gourmandise in this other sense (“gluttony” in English) has remained a cardinal sin of the
Catholic Church. To such strictures, Brillat-Savarin responded: “When gourmandise turns into
gluttony, voracity, or debauchery, it loses its name, its advantages, and all its powers, and falls to
the moralist, who can preach upon it or the doctor who can cure it with prescriptions.” He therefore
asked any translator of his “instructive book” to use the French “gourmandise” (}59), so avoiding the
misleading implications of the English “gluttony” and also showing respect for the French devel-
opment of both “La Coquetterie and LaGourmandise, those two great improvements which extreme
sociability brought to our most imperious needs” (}59 note).

Hedonism

The gourmand has a sacred trust, obeying the “rule of the Creator, who, having ordered us to eat in
order to live, invites us to do so with appetite, encourages us with flavor, and rewards us with
pleasure” (}56). People are to enjoy everything that the earth produces, he stated repeatedly. It is for
human beings that the quail fattens, that mocha (coffee) has a sweet perfume, and that sugar benefits
health. Human beings are granted dominion, and so: “Why not take advantage, at least with
appropriate moderation, of the good things which Providence offers, especially if we continue to
accept that they are short-lived, especially if they excite our gratitude towards the Author of all
things” (}66). Based on the epidemiological research of Dr Villermet, who found that human
mortality diminishes in direct proportion to the standard of living, “good living is far from being
destructive to good health.” All other things being equal, “gourmands live much longer than other
folk” (}68).

As well as responding to appetite, hunger, and thirst (}79), people could seek consolation in
hedonism: “Humanity is incontestably, among the sentient beings that populate the globe, that which
is inflicted with the most suffering.” People have unprotected bodies, poorly shaped feet, an
inclination to war and destruction, and a mass of maladies such as gout, toothache, acute rheuma-
tism, and strangury. The fear of all this pain makes people give themselves up to the “small number
of pleasures which nature has allotted” (}70).

Engaging with all levels of reality, people experience full-blown “table pleasure” (plaisir de la
table) (Meditation 14). “The pleasure of the table is the reflective sensation that arises from the
various circumstances of deeds, places, things, and people that accompany the meal.” That is, on top
of being blessed with a relatively intense experience of taste, human beings use their other senses
and also enjoy company, not least through conversation. Brillat-Savarin carefully distinguished
between the pleasure of eating and the more comprehensive pleasure of the table. Unlike eating
pleasure, table pleasure is largely independent of the drive for food; it is a reflective pleasure known
only to the human race (}72). This relates to his distinction that “Animals feed; people eat; only those
with wit know how to dine [l’homme d’esprit seul sait manger]” (Aphorism II).

Under the influence of table pleasure, the diner’s brain is refreshed, the face lights up, color
heightens, eyes shine, and a “sweet warmth” spreads through the body. It is far from a mere physical
pleasure, since also, morally, the diner’s spirit grows more perceptive, the imagination flowers, and
clever phrases fly from the lips. “Effectively, as the result of an appreciated meal, both body and soul
enjoy a special well-being” (}73).

Brillat-Savarin listed twelve requirements for peak table pleasure. The maximum number of
guests should be 12, so that conversation may remain “general” (everyone sharing the one thread).
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The room temperature should be between 13 and 16� Réaumur (around 60–68 �F). The progression
of dishes should proceed from “the most substantial to the lightest” and so on. But that was for
fashionable dinners, and Brillat-Savarin often preferred simplicity. So, the minimum requirements
for table pleasure are passable food, good wine, amiable companions, and sufficient time. The most
careful preparations and sumptuous accessories are to no avail “if the wine is bad, the guests
gathered without discretion, the faces glum, and the meal consumed in haste” (}75).

English translators have rendered plaisir de la table mostly as the plural “pleasures of the table.”
Yet positive sensations, memories, and ideas and feelings of togetherness come together as a single
table pleasure. As Roland Barthes explains, Brillat-Savarin observed that pleasure was “overdeter-
mined, that it must have multiple simultaneous causes.”He taught the value of “composite pleasure”
[plaisir composé] and so “composite histories” [histoires composées] (Barthes 1975, pp. 30, 33).

Hedonic Theory of History

Gourmandise drives the economy because, firstly, it “sustains the hopes and ambitions and perfor-
mances” of fishers, hunters, horticulturists, and such. Secondly, appetites provide the “livelihood of
an industrious multitude of cooks, pastry cooks, confectioners, and other preparers of food,” who,
thirdly, “employ still more workers of every kind.” Gourmandise becomes “the common bond
which unites peoples through the reciprocal trade of goods serving daily consumption.” Any
industry aimed at gourmands is aimed at both the “fattest fortunes” and the “commonest daily
human needs.” All of this causes an inestimable “flow of capital” (}55).

As an example, following Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo in 1815, the victorious nations extracted
reparations. Rather than collapse, however, the French economy prospered. “What power came to
our aid?What divinity worked this miracle? Gourmandise.”Before long, “the queen of cities was no
more than an immense refectory. These intruders ate in the restaurants, in the cookshops, in the
cabarets, in the taverns, in the street stalls, and even in the streets.” Among the food businesses,
restaurateur Véry increased his fortune, pâtissier Achard began his, restaurateur Beauvilliers made
a third lucky one, andMadame Sullot sold 12,000 of her tiny tarts a day from tiny shop in the Palais-
Royal (}57).

The relatively lengthy Meditation 27 outlines a gastronomic theory of history: “all human
industry has been concentrated on augmenting the duration and intensity of table pleasure.” Since
throats and stomachs have limits, people threw themselves into improving the accessories. So, they
ornamented goblets and vases, invented the charms of music, and sprayed exquisite perfumes.
Dancers, clowns, and other entertainers amused the eyes, every sense joined in a comprehensive
pleasure of the table (}74). To such ancient gratifications, his recent contemporaries contributed
dishes that were so delicate that people would never have to get up from table except that other
business intruded (}75). Historically, the increasing sophistication of the economy culminates in
restaurants (}136).

Brillat-Savarin’s history of the sciences can be understood in this context, each new science
pushing the limits to human powers in catering to gourmandise. He appreciated that the sciences
were freed from “the danger of regression”when they were at last captured in print (}15–17), and the
sciences at last made way for gastronomy.
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Gastronomy

Starting with the imperious needs of the stomach, the dutiful actions of the tongue and the
exceptional god-given taste abilities, the book explains how civilization evolved to cater to gour-
mandise through the political economy and the sciences, until a “new science has suddenly appeared
that nourishes, restores, preserves, persuades, consoles and, not satisfied with strewing armfuls of
flowers in the path of individuals, contributes even more powerfully to the might and prosperity of
empires” (}15). This new science is gastronomy (Meditation 3).

Brillat-Savarin defined: “La gastronomie est la connaissance raisonnée de tout ce qui a rapport à
l’homme, en tant qu’il se nourrit,” which translates as the “systematic knowledge of everything that
relates to human beings so much as they nourish themselves.” He went on: “Its purpose is to watch
over the preservation of people by means of the best nourishment possible.” It rules over the entire
lifespan from the cries of the newborn to the dying person’s final drop, which gives pleasure while
being, sadly, too late to digest. It also looks after every social class, directing the banquets of
assembled monarchs and prescribing the minutes to boil an egg (}18).

Note the “everything” in his definition, and he specified that gastronomy encompasses natural
history, physics, chemistry, cookery, business, and political economy (}18). According to Barthes,
“B.S. understood very well that as a subject of discourse food was a sort of grid (or topos, the
classical rhetorician would have said), through which one could successfully pass all the sciences
that we today call social and human.” In other words, food is a “total social fact around which
a variety of metalanguages can be gathered: physiology, chemistry, geography, history, economics,
sociology, and politics (today we would add the symbolic)” (1975, p. 32).

Rare in ancient Greece, the word gained currency following Joseph de Berchoux’s poem La
Gastronomie in 1801. The revived word, Brillat-Savarin said, was not always understood, but put
a merry smile on every face (}36).

Summary

Among the many contributions of the foundational text of gastronomy, La Physiologie du goût,
Brillat-Savarin set out a hedonic theory that makes the pleasure of the table the driving force of
history and so the sciences, of which the culmination has been gastronomy. Given that the scope of
gastronomy is often restricted to the promotion of particular items, styles, and regions of food, the
intellectual fate of Brillat-Savarin’s work remains tied to the success of the discipline in its more
ambitious version.

Cross-References

▶Epicurus: Epicureanism and Food
▶Gluttony
▶ Pleasure and Food
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